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Gemini Explore creates an end-to-end solution that presents data as a set
of nodes and edges instead of tables, rows and columns.
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Why Gemini Explore for Customer 360 ?
•

Contextualize data – add real meaning and unlock further insights
Correlate and contextualize multiple datasets for rapid decision-making

•

The ability to go from raw data to an ‘aha!’ moment in a few simple steps
Ingest data from multiple sources, choose the significant fields/headers which will become nodes, create
edges to show relationships between them, and view the results on the canvas

•

The ‘no-code’ advantage
Gemini Explore can be used by technical and non-technical users alike. No specialized skill or knowledge
of query languages is required, removing the barriers to produce deeper insights.

•

Removing Bad Actors
Retailers with an online presence are constantly prone to bad actors. Explore’s visualizations lead to faster
discovery and counteraction.
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Correlate and contextualize multiple datasets for rapid decision-making
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